EasyCruit 15.3 release: Tuesday 24 March 2015

Hello,
Lumesse is very excited to let you know that version 15.3 of EasyCruit is currently scheduled for release on
Tuesday, 24 March 2015 at 17:30 CET (16:30 GMT).
Our deployment window is expected to be around two hours. During this period, EasyCruit may be unavailable.
We apologise for the inconvenience this may cause you and your organisation.
Please refer to the table below for items included in the release.

Feature

Availability

Ability for customers to see what features they have
activated or not

Available to all EasyCruit Adminstrators. Access from
Settings>Company Information>My EasyCruit



Easily see what features you have access to



See what new items are available and what they do

Guided tour for new users


New users understand where and how to navigate
throughout EasyCruit



Saves Administrators time in training new users



Links to how-to videos

Online trial accounts

Will be made available to all users upon the launch of the new
EasyCruit Customer Success Portal in April.

Prospective new customers are able to create an online trial
account

Solution
Number

Salesforce Bug Description
Number

Solution Description

EC-367

281778

Radio buttons and multi-select dropdown items not displaying
correctly for responsive application form

Resolved

EC-432

287459

Apply with LinkedIn on an internal site redirects you back to the
External site.

Resolved

Ability to Apply with social media profile without ticking the data
privacy statement

Resolved

EC-409
EC-397

287157

Dutch language not displaying for Apply with LinkedIn

Resolved

EC-395

284677

Finn.no issue with branch

Resolved

EC-405

288945

A recruiter could access response mails from vacancy creation
process when they hadn’t been given access.

Resolved

cut-e assessment reports only available in English or Norwegian

Reports and hub now also
available in Swedish, Danish
and Finnish.

EC-454

If you have any questions regarding this new release, please contact EasyCruit Customer Success Team.
Contact information can be found here.

Performance update
In our endeavour to improve the performance of EasyCruit, we attempted to release an improvement two
weeks ago which was unsuccessful and had to be rolled back. Although it had been tested successfully, its
design did not allow it to work with the full load of the system.
We have since undertaken technical analysis which has identified new avenues for improvement. These
improvements range from updating elements of our environment to reworking the way the system queries data
in some instances. We will be preparing and releasing these improvements in the coming weeks and months as
and when each one is ready.
In the meantime we have continued to increase the capacity of our servers and have also ensured that the
system is not receiving too many queries by restricting the ‘search’ button to only be clicked once at a time.
Although this does not address the root causes of the low-speed sporadically affecting your experience, it
prevents it from happening over extended periods of time.
As usual we will be in touch with you when maintenance happens, and communicate to you regularly as our
efforts come to fruition.

Did you know?



EasyCruit offers Portable CV functionality making it easier for candidates to apply to jobs
You can re-use a completed vacancy to save you time in creating a similar one in future, or to republish it.

Our customer success team can activate this for you and show you how this works.
Kind regards,
EasyCruit Customer Success Team
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